
2019 Peter Franus 
Brandlin Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon
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The 2019 Cabernet Sauvignon Brandlin Vineyard is another
total knock-out from Peter Franus. Rich, deep and

explosive, the 2019 captures plenty of Mount Veeder
inkiness and density, while also avoiding some of the more

angular contours often found in young Cabernets here.
Graphite, crushed rocks, blackberry jam, crème de cassis,

lavender and menthol build into the deep, beautifully
resonant finish.

- Antonio Galloni (January 2022) 
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Peter Franus 
2019 Napa Valley Merlot
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The 2019 Merlot is a fabulous wine that punches well
above its weight, and its modest price, too. Inky, deep

and savory, with tons of cool-climate finesse, the
2019 Merlot is fabulous. It's not too often that a wine
so clearly distinguishes itself from its peers. This is a

very serious Merlot. Don't miss it
- Antonio Galloni (January 2022) 
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Peter Franus 
2019 Mourvèdre (Red Hills)

Distinctive black pepper and grilled plum flavors give this
full-bodied and moderately tannic wine a distinctive smoky,
savory expression that Rhone wine lovers will love. Grilled
meat,anise and singed rosemary notes blend with tangy

blackberries for a veritable feast. This was grown at 3,000
feet elevation by the Fore family.

Editor's Choice  —J.G.
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Peter Franus 
2018 Napa Valley Merlot
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The 2018 Merlot is soft and so expressive right out of
the gate. Black cherry, plum, chocolate, licorice and

dark spice all meld together in a racy, flavorful Merlot
that delivers the goods. 

- Antonio Galloni (March 2021) 
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Peter Franus 
2018 Napa Valley Chardonnay

Pretty aromas of honeysuckle, white
peach, yoghurt and smoked almonds.

More white blossoms on the palate. It’s
medium-bodied with crisp acidity and a

smooth, lightly oily texture.
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Peter Franus 
2018 Mourvèdre (Red Hills)

This full-flavored and full-bodied wine wraps deep
blackberry and roasted meat flavors in firm but fine-

grained tannins for a texture that bodes well for aging.
Made from the Fore Family vineyard at 3,000 feet elevation,
it is mouthfilling and rich but still maintains great balance.

Best from 2023–2030. 
Cellar Selection. —J.G.
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Peter Franus 
2019 Napa Valley Sauvignon Blanc
With a creamy, opulent mouthfeel, this well-made

white showcases layers of anise, fig and green apple.
Lengthy and balanced, it has a texture of mineral-

driven stoniness that appeals and contributes
complexity. 

—V.B. 
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Peter Franus 
2018 Zinfandel (Red Hills)

Full bodied and snuggly wrapped in velvety tannins, this
wine sports black-pepper aromas and vivid cranberry and

blackberry flavors that will need an extra-rich dish for a
good pairing, or some time in the cellar to soften the

tannins. Best from 2025. 
Cellar Selection. —J.G. 
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